With Volunteers
Working together to create fish habitat
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Volunteers and staff above and at right helping with the Christmas trees for habitat project.

Regional personnel spent time with volunteers, Inberg-Miller Engineering and Fremont County Solid
Waste to recycle trees and improve fish habitat at
Ocean Lake. This year 310 recycled Christmas trees
were wired together in groups to cinderblocks and
left on top of the ice. They will remain there until
spring when the Lake melts and they can sink to the
bottom becoming a hiding place for younger fish like
walleye.
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Above the Treeline
Wolverines found again!

Nongame program personnel has detected

Wolverine on a trail camera that was
checked by staff in February, but it actually visited the site in January.

two wolverines in the last week. With few of
these animals in Wyoming, every detection is
exciting. One wolverine detected has quite a
long history and is known to be an 11-year-old
female first collared as a juvenile in Montana,
and captured on a trail camera in Wyoming in
2014 and again, now in 2017. She has very distinct markings (white sock with a black dot on
her left arm and a full white bib on her chest
and belly) which make her identifiable with
good trail camera pictures.

Wolverine on a trail camera in Wyoming on
2-8-17 above. She is recognizable due to her
very unusual markings as one collared in
Montana in 2006.

Learn more about the wolverine crew, the project, and their
work on the on the department’s Facebook page: https://
www.facebook.com/pg/WyoGFD/posts/ or on the Game
and Fish webpage: https://wgfd.wyo.gov/About-Us/
Wyoming-Wildlife/Wolverines

Photo credit Mark Gocke.

About the Education
The art and science of outreach

Education Specialist Rene Schell and Sage-Grouse GIS Analyst
Nyssa Whitford coordinated with ATLAS, a local non-profit dedicated to bringing arts and sciences to Lander area schools, to plan
and host a morning of creating plaster sage-grouse forms. These
blank grouse will be painted by 5th-grade classes after they visit
the Thunder Feathers: Greater Sage-Grouse Strut the Plains exhibit which opens in Lander mid-March. The painted grouse will
then be placed in local businesses for publicity and travel with the Nyssa Whitford (center) works with Andrea Orabona
exhibit as it moves around Wyoming in 2017 and 2018.
(R) and ATLAS Coordinator, Melissa Hemken (L), on
plaster sage-grouse.
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Around the Carnivores
Ghosts in the darkness

Over the last month, the large carnivore section captured and collared several additional mountain lions in the Green River/Rock
Springs areas for monitoring purposes. In monitoring these collared
lions, Game and Fish hopes to evaluate the effectiveness of infrared
aerial technology to detect cats on the ground, to gain insight into
daily movements, to validate previous models of lion habitat use, and
to provide additional information to the University of Wyoming deer
and elk ecology project.

Patrick Burke and Luke Ellsbury fit a mountain lion with
eartags and take biological samples before releasing.

Into the Caves
Bat hibernacula surveys

Nongame Biologists Laura Beard and Brian Zinke traveled to Sheridan to
conduct bat hibernation surveys in two caves on the Bighorn National Forest.
Both caves are challenging to get to, which helps minimize disturbance to
overwintering bats but makes for some very long days for the biologists. The
first cave was high on a canyon wall
and required a ladder to access.
Snowshoeing to the second cave
was cold but spectacular! A fairly
large number of bats overwinter in
this cave. This year, both caves were
also tested for the fungus that
causes the white-nose syndrome.
Thus far, the fungus has not been
found in Wyoming.
At right: Nongame Biologist Brian Zinke snowshoes across a ridgeline on his way to the cave.
Above: View from the entrance of the cave, looking
across the river to the far canyon wall.
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Behind the Badge
Case closed

Regional wildlife and fisheries personnel worked the Wild West Winter Carnival ice
fishing derby on Boysen Reservoir again this year. Fishing was marginal, with decent
catch rates but small overall sizes. The live bait violations found last year seem to
have been corrected and there were few violations detected overall.
Brady Frude was able to track down a violator who, after weighing in a 3 lb rainbow
at Lip Rippers, promptly threw it in the dumpster on his way back to the lake. He was
able to observe the violation via the security cameras from the neighboring gas station
and got photos of the suspect, his vehicle and noted the time he entered and exited the
bait store. State Parks rangers tracked the
vehicle down at Tough Creek and Brady
was able to contact and cite the individual.

Three pound rainbow trout wasted in
dumpster

Thanks to Angela at the Fast Lane and
Crystal and Annette at Lip Rippers for
their help in solving this case!
Suspect caught on security camera

Ice safety

Teal Joseph assisted with a Kid’s Ice Fishing Workshop on Saratoga
Lake in January. The Ice Fishing Workshop was held by Mother
Mountain Anglers in anticipation for the Saratoga Ice Fishing Derby.
Joseph taught the attendees about ice safety and demonstrated using
ice picks and rescue ropes.

Hunter education classes
coming up soon!
Two opportunities are coming up in Lander
in March for Hunter education classes. Check
the website for dates and registration: http://
bit.ly/1DLLq40
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In the Field
How are wildlife wintering?

With all the recent talk
about our harsh Wyoming
winter, how are the wildlife in
the Lander area doing? With
snowfall at the Lander airport
eight to nine inches above
average, wildlife still seem to
be doing okay. Wildlife Biologist Stan Harter took a recent
trip to the Jeffrey City area,
just after a big storm, and revealed uniform snow cover, at
a depth of around 10-12
inches but still allowing wildlife to move and forage at
will. Stan says ”Just from the
highway, I saw nearly 1,300
pronghorn in groups of a couPronghorn and sunset on Green Mountain. Photo credit Stan Harter.
ple dozen up to 200-300, a few
hundred mule deer, and a couple hundred elk, along with 72 sage grouse. While most of the winter ranges in my district
had more snow than "usual" in the last couple of months, we are still optimistic that winter mortality will be minimal,
and would most likely be fawn mortality rather than across the board losses of all ages and sexes.” Stan continues,
“Animals were in good condition going into winter, following good forage production coming after a really wet spring.
The bulk of the cold and snow came later than normal, and we've had a few warming spells in between storms. There
was a period of subzero temperatures in December and January that was alarming, but conditions have really improved
since.”
Overall, pronghorn are doing well and are basically at
objective for my district from Lander to Muddy Gap. We
are expecting to increase license numbers a bit for the
upcoming 2017 hunting seasons, but we will be cautious
about how many licenses we recommend due to concerns about what this winter may have in store for us or
impacts wildlife may have already incurred.
Surveys for elk and moose just finished up and their
numbers look good too. However, we have a lot more
winter to go and will still be keeping an eye on the Lander Region for the level of winter mortalities incurred.
White-tail buck. Photo credit Stan Harter.
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Increasing Outreach
Wyoming Outdoor Weekend and Expo 2017
This will be the third year for the Lander Economic Development Association’s (LEDA) event titled the Wyoming Outdoor Weekend and Expo. However, starting this year, the Wyoming Game and Fish Department will be partnering with
them in a big way. Game and Fish will be helping LEDA grow and expand this event, and many changes are planned
for this year’s event on May 19 and 20.
One big change will be adding two additional venues. In addition to activities at the Lander Community Center, there
will be hands-on learning stations at the Central Wyoming College (CWC) Field Station and at the Lander Valley Sportsman's outdoor range. During the day on Friday, schools from across the Region have been invited to attend, with the
event being open to the public afterward and on Saturday.
Some activities and events to look forward to are:












A live black-footed ferret from the USFWS breeding program
Fly casting
Air rifles
600 yard rifle match
Biking skills course
Bird watching, live raptors, and the optics to help
Wildlife forensics, where you get to gather the evidence and solve the crime!
Fish and macroinvertebrate biology
A habitat hike
And lots more!

If you are a school wishing to participate please sign up here as spaces are limited. http://bit.ly/2l1BIHN
If you are a vendor, non-profit, or agency wanting to participate, please contact rene.schell@wyo.gov or 307-332-2688.
And look for even more information coming soon.

May 19 & 20, 2017
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